Congratulations, Giorgio Corda!

Each year ASSETT recognizes a faculty member with exceptional teaching qualities with an Excellence in Teaching with Technology Award. This year’s award winner, Giorgio Corda, was nominated by his peers for excelling in classroom instruction with technology.

Tech Camp

May 15-19, 10-11:30 a.m. in Norlin E113

Join us for our second annual Tech Camp as we explore a variety of technologies such as Kubi, mobile apps, classroom observation data, Open Educational
Resources (OER), new features in G Suite, and much more!

Attend camp!

Faculty Spotlight: Atreyee Bhattacharya

In spring 2016, Atreyee Bhattacharya (Instructor, Environmental Sciences) approached ASSETT for help in designing her Drought, Climate, and Conflict course. For this capstone course, Bhattacharya said, “[she] wanted students to have a very interactive experience [and] be engaged with the content far more than passively listening.”

Letter from the Advisor

A lot has happened over the last month or so at ASSETT. I want to touch on a few things: digital learning and thinking, an emergent social network stemming from the Faculty Fellows program, and upcoming events for the summer.
Save the dates!

In addition to Tech Camp, we have an exciting line up of summer events.

- We are facilitating two all-day course design workshops on **May 31 and June 14**.
- Book club kicks off on **June 1**.

Keep an eye out for more information in the coming weeks!

---

Tips & Tricks

**Study strategies for before, during, and after class**

With just a couple of weeks left in the semester, students are walking around campus zombie-like from sleep deprivation and the stresses of taking their final exams. To help students with studying, Angela Zanardelli Sickler, coordinator of the study skills and first-year seminar programs at Wayne State University's Academic Success Center, shares her three-step study method.

---
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